
 

 

A Garden History & Design Minute from 
the Archives of American Gardens (AAG) 

As all of us well know, a garden is a living thing (think weeding, mowing, and 
deadheading!).  And like all living things, it changes each and every day of its existence.  
How does one capture this ongoing change?  By re-documenting the garden, of course.      
 

Why re-document a garden? 
 

              
Thornewood, Tacoma, WA.  Asahel Curtis, photog. 1933.    Richard Mirau, photog. 1998. 
 

Documenting a garden for the Garden Club of America Collection at the Archives of American 
Gardens typically translates to capturing it in a moment in time.  While this provides 
essential information for researchers and garden historians, revisiting a garden years later to 
re-document it furnishes invaluable data that shows how much it has evolved (or remained 
the same) and why.         

 

Re-documenting a garden reveals elements that have developed or altered over time 
including personal tastes, plantings, environmental conditions, use needs and maintenance.  
Gardens are anything but static; changes happen, either deliberately or not, in response to 
everything from the installation of a swimming pool to a new patch of shade due to maturing 
trees.  While at first glance the changes may appear to be subtle, it is amazing just how 
significant they can be.        

                   
Mediterranean Garden, Fairfield, CT.  Priscilla Twombley, photog. 1970.   Ann Curley, photog.  June 1999. 
 

Please consider re-documenting a garden that is already in the GCA Collection if the 
opportunity arises.  We understand that some owners may decline out of a feeling that their 
garden’s heyday has passed because they’ve needed to simplify its design to cut down on 
maintenance needs.  We want to assure them, though, that the garden’s entire history is 
important—not just capturing it for a moment in time.                   

All images are from the Garden Club of America Collection at the Archives of American Gardens         

By Joyce Connolly, Museum Specialist, AAG.  March 2011.  


